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Chapterr 5 

Onn the Size of the Winning Set 

5.11 Introductio n 

Inn Chapter 3 interest groups were introduced in a spatial voting model of electoral compe-

titionn between political parties. The function of interest groups in that model is three-fold: 

(i)(i)  to coordinate voting behavior; (ii)  to transmit information about voter preferences (or 

thee electoral landscape) to the political parties; and (iii)  to influence the policy outcome 

viaa conditions on polling. Chapter 3 analyzed the model by means of stochastic simula-

tionss whereas Chapter 4 developed a mean-field approximation analysis. Both types of 

analysiss indicate that, in the presence of interest groups, the probability with which the 

challengerr wins an election as well as the separation between political parties platforms 

increases,, while convergence to the center of the issue space is inhibited. These findings 

aree mainly driven by a new property of the electoral landscape, which is that the winning 

sett (i.e., the set of policy platforms that will defeat the incumbent) seems to increase in 

thee presence of interest groups. In this chapter we focus our attention on a deeper inves-

tigationn of this property. We construct slightly modified versions of the stochastic models 

introducedd in Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 3.3. For the modified versions, we present a 

generall  result that says that the winning set of the positions around the center of the 

spacee indeed increases in the presence of interest groups. 

Thee setup of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the modified versions 

off  the stochastic models and the main result. The proof of this main result is given in 

89 9 
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Sectionn 5.3. 

5.22 Main result 

Lett policy platforms be represented as points in an issue space. We take this issue space 

too be continuous and equal to X = B(0, K) C IR2, that is, political parties can choose 

issuess on two dimensions in a disc centered at the origin and with radius K > 0. There 

iss a continuum of voters where each voter is characterised by an ideal point x EX and 

strengthss si and s2, which are independently distributed according to some distribution on 

S.S. We assume that 5 = inf 5 > 0. Without loss of generality we take s = sup 5 = 1. The 

utilit yy of voters with respect to a certain policy outcome y EX is given by the negative 

off  the (weighted) Euclidean distance between this policy outcome and their ideal points; 

i.e.,, the utility for a voter j of policy outcome y is given by 

(5.1)) Uj (y) = -Sji (xji - j / i ) 2 - sj2 (XJ2 - Vif

Wee assume that voters ideal points are uniformly distributed over X. 

Thee political system works as follows. There are two political parties and in each 

periodd there is an election. The party that wins the election in the current period will be 

thee incumbent for the next period and will not change his policy platform. The challenger 

cann choose any policy platform. The objective of the parties is to get elected in the next 

period,, i.e., they view policy as a means to winning. 

Givenn the initial configuration of voters an electoral landscape can be constructed as 

follows.. There are two political parties entering the election, the incumbent and the 

challenger.. Each voter votes for the political candidate yielding him the highest utility 

ass given by (5.1) if there are no interest groups. Then for each position the height of the 

electorall  landscape is determined as the fraction of voters voting for the challenger, if it 

wouldd select that position. That is, we can define h (z \ y) as the fraction of the votes the 

challengerr gets if the incumbent is at platform y and if the challenger selects platform z. 

Forr every policy position z with h (z \ y) > (<) ^, the challenger wins (loses) the election. 

Forr a policy position with h(z \ y) = ^, the challenger wins with probability \. For a 

givenn incumbent's platform y, we are interested in the platforms for the challenger so that 
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thee challenger will win the election. A platform z is said to (strictly) defeat the platform 

yy in expectation if and only if 

E{h{z\y))>-E{h{z\y))>-22, , 

thatt is, if the expected height of the electoral landscape at z, given the incumbent's 

platformm y is strictly larger than ^. The winning set is defined as 

andd gives the set of platforms that is expected to defeat the incumbent's platform y. 

Noticee that y £ W (y), since E(h(y \y)) = \ for all y. By W(y;si,s2) we define the 

winningg set in the specific situation where all voters have strength Si on issue 1 and 

strengthh s2 on issue 2. 

Thee next step is to incorporate interest groups in the model. We follow the modelling 

approachh presented in Chapter 3. An interest group is interested in the policy outcome 

withh respect to only one of the two issues, say the first issue. Now suppose that an 

interestt group exists at a certain position k on the first issue. This interest group induces 

itss members, who take the same position on the first issue, to vote for that political 

candidatee who is closest to the interest group on the first issue. That is, if y and y are 

thee policy platforms of the two political parties, then an interest group member votes for 

thee first party according to the following decision rule 

.. ^.c J Ift-zi l < ISi-zil votee for y if < ^ 
[[  \jh - xi\ = \yi - xi\ and \y2 - x2\ < |&  - x2\. 

Furthermore,, we will assume that the voter votes with probability \ for policy platform 

yy if Uj (y) = Uj (y) and \y — x\ = \y — x\. A similar decision rule holds for members of 

interestt groups on the other issue. Therefore, the introduction of interest groups may 

changee voter preferences from weighted Euclidean distance to lexicographic preferences. 

Finallyy we have to determine which voters will become a member and how voters will 

decidee which interest group to join. We are going to investigate the situation where all 

voterss join an interest group.1 Each voter is a potential member of two interest groups. 
11 Remember that the parameters used in the simulations reported in Chapter 3 were such that all 
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Whichh interest group they join will depend upon the incumbent's position. We assume 

thatt voters are more inclined to join an interest group if the present policy position on 

thatt issue is farther away from their own position on that issue. The idea is that voters 

tendd to join an interest group on an issue that they are most dissatisfied with under the 

currentt government policy. Hence, given the incumbent policy platform y voter j will 

preferr the interest group on issue 1 to the one on issue 2 if2 

SjiSji (Zji - Vjif > sj2 {xj2 - yj2f , 

andd similarly for the interest groups on issue 2. Thus, the presence of interest groups may 

changee the electoral landscape. 

Wee will now focus on the difference between the basic model of spatial competition and 

thee model with interest groups. We are particularly interested in the sizes of the winning 

setss for the two different models. Let us denote by W1 (y) the winning set in the presence 

off  interest groups given the incumbent's platform y, and let \W (y)\ and \WI (y)\ indicate 

thee size of the winning set for the model without and with interest groups, respectively. 

Ourr main result is 

Theoremm 5.1 Let s > 0 be given. Furthermore, let 

Then,Then, for all y € B(0, f (s) K)\ {0} the winning set increases in the presence of interest 

groups. groups. 

Thiss result shows that for all incumbent positions y in a prespecified disc within the 

issuee space, the winning set increases in the presence of interest groups. Note that this 

discc is shrinking as s approaches 0 and that the ray of this disc goes to | K as s approaches 

1.. For an intermediate value of s = |, we have <p ( |) = (l + 6\/2) 2 « 0.325. 

voterss with one of the strengths unequal to zero and with ideal positions different from the incumbent 

platformm join at least one interest group (sec footnote 8, Chapter 3). 
2Too derive this condition apply the formula in Chapter 3, footnote 8, with the expected value for n|*( 

(whichh is the same on both issues). 
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5.33 Proof of the Theorem 

Inn this section we wil l prove the theorem from the previous section. It wil l be convenient, 

forr a given v e IR2 and a, b € IR+, to define 

£«,b£«,b (v, Ro) = {xeIR2:a (Xl - vtf + b{x2- v2)
2 < R2} , 

thatt is, £0jb {v, RQ) corresponds to the set of points located inside the ellipse centered at 

thee point v and with "radius" Ra}b (v, RQ) = (jfe, ^ H . The area contained in £0i6 {v, RQ) 

equalss ir-%. Furthermore, let Sajb (v,u/), where w e IR2, be the set of points inside the 

ellipsee centered at v that goes through the point w, that is, where RQ = \\v - ut\\ab = 

aa (wi - Vi)2 + b (w2 - v2) . 

Lett us first consider the basic model. We have the following result. 

Proposit ionn 5.1 Assume voters' ideal positions are independently (across issues and 

acrossacross voters) drawn from the uniform distribution on X and voters' strengths are in-

dependentlydependently drawn from a discrete distribution on S and are uncorrected with the ideal 

positions.positions. Denote by y = (y 1,1/2) the platform of the incumbent. We then have: 

1.1. W (0) = 0; 

2.2. W{y;Sl,S2)=eai,S2(0,y); 

3.3. Vy e X\{0},W(y) C S^(0,y)U€^{0,y) and 

\W(y)\<n\\y\\\W(y)\<n\\y\\22(^/i+-(^/i+-

Proof. . 

11 By symmetry, any line through the origin O divides the issue space X in two sub-

spacess which are equally large. The uniform distribution then implies that we have 

thee same measure of voters on either side of such a line.3 Therefore the origin cor-
3Notee that this is valid even if the space X = {-k,... , k] x {-k,... ,k} and voters arc uniformly 

distributedd in X. In this case, any line going through 2 would separate the space into two disjoint 

subspaces,, such that the subspace that prefers C to 2 contain at least half of positions. Furthermore 

eitherr the vertical or the horizontal (both probably) would generate a subspace with more than half of 

thee positions and which contain voters that prefer C to z. Therefore in expectations a point z  ̂ C can 

nott defeat C. 
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respondss to the position of the generalized median voter and no position wil l defeat 

it .. Hence W (O) = 0. 

22 Without loss of generality we assume yx > y2 > 0. Consider an arbitrary policy 

positionn z = (z1,z2), with zx < yi and z2 < y2. We want to determine under which 

conditionss z e W(y). Let us first determine all positions x* = {x\,x*2) such that 

voterss with the considered strength profile (si, s2) are indifferent between z and y. 

Thesee positions x* have to satisfy 

* ii  (Vi - A? +  s2 (V2 - x2)
2 = sx (x{ - zxf + s2 (x2 - z2f . 

Solvingg for x2 is straightforward and gives 

(r(r 00\\ „ . _ 1 (SlVÏ + ^2^/2) ~ (SlZ? + S2Zp - 2sX fa - Zj) x\ 

2.2. s2 [y2 - z2) 

Lett us denote the line defined by (5.2) as l* SiS2. Clearly, l* iS2 separates the issue 

spacee into two subspaces and all voters in the subspace below and to the left of l* s s 

votee for the challenger, if it selects position z. Now suppose l* SlS2 cuts the (xi = 0) -

axiss at some value x2 > 0. Then we can draw a line that goes through O and 

thatt lies parallel to l* HS2. This line through O divides X in two equal subspaces, 

implyingg that the subspace lying below and to the left of l* iS2 wil l be larger4 than 

thee subspace above and to the right of l* Si$2. Therefore, the challenger wil l win at z 

i ff  lais2
 c u t s (^i  = °) ~ axis a t s o me value x2 > 0. This condition reduces to 

(siy?? + s2yl) - (sxz\ + s2z
2
2) > 0, 

whichh defines the ellipse given in the proposition. In a similar fashion the same 

conditionn can be derived for positions z with zx < yx and z2 > y2 and for positions z 

withh zi > yi and z2 < y2. Clearly, positions z with zx > yx and z2 > y2 never defeat 

thee incumbent. Finally, let us, for the sake of completeness consider cases where 

exactlyy one of the strengths is 0. It is easily seen that W (y; 0, s2) = {z : \z2\ < \y2\} 

&ndW{y;s&ndW{y;s11,0),0) = {z:\zl\<\y1\}. 

44 This applies to the discrete case as well since the bigger subspace contains at least one position more 

whichh is the center C. 
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33 First, we show that W(y) C £\JO,y) U £aA(0,y). It should be clear that it is 

sufficientt to show that Uaua2£aiiil3(0,y) C £i,a{0,y) U £a,i(0, y). 

Lett x € U^.a^aafO,! /) which implies that there exist Si and s2 such that x G 

££tuB2tuB2(0,y),(0,y), that is, x satisfies six2 4- s2X2 < s\yf + S2J/2- Hence 

Notee that s < g < J, for all su s2 € 5. If |x2| < |y2|, then 

(x\-y\)(x\-y\) < * (yl-xl) < i ( j^-x* ) <=  sx2 + x2 < sy\ + y\ 

andd x € £a,i (0,y). On the other hand, if |x2| > lïfcl we have 

(x\-y\)(x\-y\) <S^(yl~xl) <s(yl-xt) <0 

andd x e 5u ( 0 , y ). This proves that W(y) C ^ ( O , y) U £lA{0,y). 

Second,, we calculate the area of £i,£(0, y) U £A,i(0, y).b Using 

ƒ ƒ Va?Va? - x2dx = -Va? - x2 + — arcsin - + c 
22 2 a 

wee have (after some tedious but straightforward computations) 

SS,, = \\€1JO,y)ue,,l(0,y)\ 

( 11 + i % ) I J - arcsin—===== I + ( - + T j arcsin , , 

5Notee that |jy|| < KJI implies €i,1L{0,y)u£li i(0,y) C X = B{0,K). Indeed, Vz G £4,1(0,»), one 

has s 

£.£. S. 3. s 

Hence,, 2 e B(0,K). The same way it can be shown that, Et.\(0,y) C B{0,K). 
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Usingg arccosx = | - arcsinx, and arcsin x, arccos x < f, we find 

andd hence we have 

\W(y)\\W(y)\ < \£lA0,v)U£g,i(O,y)\<ic(^ + -L\ \\y\\2. 

Noww that we have derived an upper bound for the size of the winning set in the basic 

model,, let us turn to the model with interest groups. We will derive a lower bound for 

thee size of the winning set in the model with interest groups in a number of steps. 

Wee have assumed that all voters that are not located at the incumbent position get 

organizedd into interest groups. The results are driven by the fact that preferences of 

interestt group members change from weighted Euclidean distance to the distance in only 

onee issue. Consider all voters with strengths su s2 € S. The following definition wil l be 

helpfull  for our analysis. 

Definitio nn 5.1 Define I- and 1+ by 

1+1+ = { x : (-v/sL y/sï) (xi -yux2- y2f = o l , 

I-I-  = j x : (v^T, y ^ ) (xi -yux2- y2f = o\ . 

TheseThese lines divide the issue space X = B(0, K) in the following four subspaces: 

1.1. I = {x E X : x2 < min {/_, /+}  (xj)}  ; 

2.2. 11= {xe X\x2 > max {/_,/+}  (x i )} ; 

3.3. Ill  = {xeX\(IUH\JLU 1+) :x1>y1}- and 

II  IV = {xeX\(IUlIUl-Ul+):x1 <Vl}. 

Clearly,Clearly, X = I U IIU III  U IV U /_ U (l+\{y}). 

Thee next step is to determine for each of the subspaces defined above, what happens 

too voters with ideal positions in such a subspace. From now on we will , without loss of 

generality,, assume yi > 0 and y2 > 0. 
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Lemmaa 5.1 Consider voter j with ideal position xj. 

ijIfx^ElUijIfx^ElU  II then voter j derives the highest utility from the group on the second 

issue. issue. 

ii)ii)  If xJ G III  U I V then voter j derives the highest utility from the group on the first 

issue. issue. 

Proof.. We will prove that if a voter has an ideal position in I then she would prefer 

thee group on the second issue to the group on the first one. The result for voters from 

subspacess II, III  and IV can be established in the same way. Consider voter j with ideal 

positionn xJ e I. Note that min{L,/+ }  < yi implies that 

(5.3)) | 4 - S f t| = - (32 -S fe )-

Wee distinguish the following cases: 

 x[<y\. We then have 

(a)(a) \x{ -yi\ =yi-x{, and 

(6)) min {l+, /_}  = /+. Therefore x*2 < y2 + J  ̂ (x{ - yi) and hence 

Substitutingg (a) and (5.3) at the above inequality, 

\/s22 |*2 - !fe| > v7^ |^i - Vl| 

whichh is a necessary and sufficient condition for voter j to prefer the interest 

groupp on the second issue over the interest group on the first issue. 

 x\ > y\. Note that, 

(c)) \x{ — 3/i| = â  -yu 

(d)(d) min{f+,Z_}  = I-, and by a similar argument as above one obtains 

y/s2\A~V2\y/s2\A~V2\ > v^Tl^ i ~Vi\ 

whichh is a necessary and sufficient condition for a voter j to prefer the group 

onn the second issue x\ = y\. 
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Beforee we turn to our main results we still need a set of definitions. 

Definitio nn 5.2 Denote by //_ and 11+ the lines passing through the origin O, and lying 

parallelparallel to I- and l+, respectively, that is 

11+11+ = {x : {-VST, v ^ ) (xi, x2f = 0 } , 

ILIL  = j x : (v^T, v ^ ) (xi, x2f = o}  . 

Let Let 

S-(y;si,sS-(y;si,s22)) = { x€ iR 2 |m in ( /L , /_ ) (x i) < x2 < max(ïf_,Z_)(xi)}  n X, 

S+(y;S+(y; si,s2) = {x £ JR2\ min (ll+,  1+) (xi) < x2 < max(//+, l+)(x1)} n X. 

UsingUsing S- (y; Si, s2) and S+ (y; s\, s2) we define 

A-{y;sA-{y;suuss22)) = {z : zx <yx,z2 <y2}n8SuS2(y,4x/s~[s~2~\S-{s,y)\)nX, 

A+(y-sA+(y-suuss22)) = {z: zx <y\,z2>y2}V\Sŝ (y,Ajsx~s2\S+{s,y)\)r\X. 

FinallyFinally A (y; su s2) = A- (y\ su s2) U A+ {y\ sus2). 

Wee are now ready to prove our main results. First, in Proposition 5.2 we show that, 

givenn the incumbent's position y and a strength profile Si and s2, the winning set with 

interestt groups contains A (y; Si,s2). Proposition 5.3 then looks at the intersection of all 

thesee sets over different strength profiles, in order to find a lower bound for |H^/(y)|. 

Finally,, by comparing this lower bound with the upper bound for \W (y)\, that was found 

inn Proposition 5.1, Theorem 5.1 is proven. 

Proposit ionn 5.2 In the presence of interest groups any element of A(y\S\,s2) is sup-

portedported by more than half of the voters with strength profile (si, s2). 

Proof.. Consider a position z € A- (y\ su s2). Denote by {mum2) = f 2 1^ , y 2^ 1 ) the 

midpointt of the line connecting z with the incumbent's position y. Now draw a vertical 

andd a horizontal line through m and consider the intersections of these lines with 1+ and 
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/_.. Denote these intersections by i„  where * € {+ , - }  and i € {1,2} . Hence 1+ (1_) 

iss the intersection between the vertical line through mi and /+ (/_) and 2+ (2„) is the 

intersectionn between the horizontal line through m-i and /+ (/_). Notice that /_ separates 

XX in two disjoint subspaces. Let l-{0) denote the subspace that contains O and consider 

thee subspace (I- (O) — (l_l+2+2_l_)) n X. From Lemma 5.1 we know that all voters 

inn I join the interest group on the second issue and all voters in IV join the interest 

groupp on the first issue. For the voters in I n (/_ (0) - (l_l+2+2-l_) D X) we have 

\x{\x{ - z2\ < \a£ - y2| and for all voters in IV n {I-  (O) - (l_l+2+2_l_) n X) we have 

|x̂ ^ - zA < \x{ — y\\. This proves that the challenger at position z gets votes from voters 

withh ideal positions in (/_ (O) — (1_ l+2+2_ 1„)) n X. Hence it gets more than half of the 

votess if 

|5_|>|{ l_l+2+2_l_)nA'| | 

sincee |S_| = |Z_ ( 0 ) | - J | * |. 

First,, note that 

|(l_l+2+2-l-)) n X\ < \Al.l+y\ + |A2+2_y| 

== y|(yi-m1)2 + ^(y 2-m2)2 

Thee first inequality follows from the fact that some parts of the triangles Ai_i +j/ , i = 1,2 

mightt not be in A", the first equality follows from computation of the surface of the two 

triangles,, the second equality follows from the definition of the midpoint (mi,m2) and 

thee final step follows from the fact that z € A- (y; si, 52). A similar reasoning holds for 

A+A+ (y;Si,$2)- Thus, it is shown that all positions z € A(y;si,«2) are expected to defeat 

thee incumbent.

Thiss proposition tells us that the area of S- (y; si, s2) (or S- (y; sx, s2)) defines part of 

ann ellipse which has the property that all positions within this part of the ellipse defeat 

thee incumbent for the given strengths. 

AA set A (y; Si, 52) can be constructed for all strength profiles. Clearly, a policy position 

whichh lies in the intersection nSltS2A (y; si, S2) of these sets has the property that voters 
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withh all strength profiles will vote for this policy position. The area of this intersection 

thereforee gives a lower bound for \WJ (y)|. The next proposition deals with this intersec-

tionn and a lower bound for its area, for the case with j/i > 0 and y2 > 0. For the other 

configurationss a similar result can be shown. 

Propositionn 5.3 Consider yi > 0 and y2 > 0. Let Ry — 2y/S-(y)y/ï, where 5_(y) = 

inf Sl,* 2es|S'-(2/;Si,S2)l--

1.1. B = B(y, Ry) n {z G X : zx < yu z2 < y2} C Ci,unA{y\ su s2). 

2.2. S.(y) > yffc (K+y/K*-\\y\\2>) (|y,| + |y2|). 

Proof. . 

1.. First, we show that 

flcn,,^^;*!,^) flcn,,^^;*!,^) 

Indeed,, let x € B i.e. Xi < y*  and 

(xii  - yi)2 + (x2 - y2)
2 < R2 = 4S_(y )̂  

Thus,, Vs e S 

\^\ 2̂2(x(xll-y-yii))
22 + \^(x2-y2)

2<\^((x1-yi)
2 + (x2-y2)

2) 

< | 5 _ ( y ;S l , 5 2 ) | | 

andd therefore, x € A- (y; s\,s2)cA (y; s\, s2). 

2.2. The next step consists of deriving a lower bound for the radius of B. First, let 

d(0,1+)d(0,1+) (d(0,l-)) correspond to euclidean distance between the origin and that 

pointt on the line 1+ (/_), that is closest to the origin, i.e. 

d(0, i+)) = min{||:c|||x e J+}. 

4VV  s 
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Forr the case we are considering {y\ > 0 and y2 > 0), we denote h(y;S\,s2) = 

d(Od(Oyyl-)l-)  (which means that we are focussing on A_ (y;81,82))- For all s € S, one 

has s 

rH{y;si,S2) rH{y;si,S2) 

\S.(y;s\S.(y;suuss22)\=2)\=2 sfK^ zz22dz dz 

z z 
Jo o 

== \z\lK2 - z2 + K2 arcsin — 
LL  K Ji 

== h (y; si, s2) y/K2 - h (y; Si, s2)
2 + K2 arcsin —y ' *' 2 . 

Byy definition we have /i(y;si,s2) < ||y|| < K. Furthermore, arcsinx > x for all 

xx e (0,1]. Using these properties we find 

| 5.. (y;sllS2)\>h(y) (y*T2- |MI 2 + tf) > 

wheree £(y) = infsi 32eS h (y; «i, s2). Furthermore, 

v ll  +£ 

impliess i(y) > ^jffijj 1"1* , and hence 

\S-\S- (y; 3!,«a)| > y ^ ( y ^ H r f + * ) (ll/il + Itftl)

Wee now have determined an upper bound for the number of winning positions in the 

absencee of interest groups (Proposition 5.1) and a lower bound for the number of winning 

positionss in the presence of interest groups (Proposition 5.3). Our main theorem then 

followss from comparing these two bounds. 

Prooff  of Theorem 5.1. Let s be given. From Proposition 5.1 we know that 

\w(\w(yy)\<n\\)\<n\\yy\\\\
22(^s(^s + ^ . 

Fromm Proposition 5.3 we know that all positions in B (y, 2^y/s\s2 \ST\), with zx < yx 

andd z2 < V2 are contained in W1 (y). Furthermore we found that 

\S.\S. (y;s!,S2)| > S4y) > y ^ (K + yjK* - \\y\\2>) (M + |y2|). 

file:///z/lK2
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Iff  this area lies in X we know that it presents a lower bound for \Wl (y) I. However, it does 

nott necessarily lie in X. Let us first compute the two points that have a coordinate equal 

too a coordinate of y but that lie on the border of X. These points are (j/i , y/K2 — y\ J 

andd f \/K2 — y2: y2). Now consider the following ball 

BB (y, min j to | + ^K2 - y2, \y2\ + JK* - y2\ j . 

Onee fourth of this ball lies in X completely. Therefore there are two possibilities. This 

balll  is contained in A- or it contains A_. So we have to take the minimum of the two 

lowerr bounds as a lower bound for \WI (y)|. First consider the first case. We then have 

\^{y)\\^{y)\ > \*% 

-- n^r^s{ K+^K2~M2){lyil  + ly21 

and d 

\W(\W(yy)\<7r\\y\\)\<7r\\y\\22^s^s + j=) 

Soo we find that, in the presence of interest groups, the size of the winning set is expected 

too increase for all y satisfying \\VI (y)\ > \W (y)\ or 

(K(K + J. 

Usingg \yi\ + \y2\ > ||y||, and rewriting, we find that for all y satisfying 

a a 

(ll  + ( ^ ) 3 ) 

ourr property holds. Defining  = , /^^K, the property holds for all y e B (0,£>i). 

Noww consider the second case with 

\W\Wrr(y)\(y)\ > -A (min{ | y i | + ^K2-yl\y2\ + ^K2 - y\X\ . 

Suppose,, without loss of generality, that \yx\ + y/K2 - y\ < \y2\ + \/K2 - y\. We then 

obtain n 
2 2 

^(\yi\^(\yi\ + yjt<2-yt) *«\\v\\3(>ft  + ^ ) 
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Again,, we derive a condition on ||y||2. Using 0 < |y2| < lll/l l , w e get 

M 22 + ^ 2-y2
2 + 2 |y i |v /^ 2-y 2

2>/ f 2-NI 2>4| |y | |2( v^ + ^ 

or r 

\\yf\\yf < r—T\ 
ii  + H ^ + A) 

Thatt is, for all y G B(Q,D2), with D2 = y K -  This concludes the proof of 

Theoremm 5.1.
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